Walter Dietz '23, Isaacson '23, M. V. Glover '22 and the organizer of the club. The revision brought in by Isaac Brimberg '24, the language of the engineer. It is necessitating his withdrawal from his, before Senior week, and will be served in the balcony at 12 o'clock. Dancing will start at 6:30 o'clock.

The committee feels especially for- some engagements, so that the next year's team was com- is to have the tickets on sale in the Johnson's 10-piece orchestra. The The T. C. A., in view of the unfor- me of Technology will not come out un-

M. 1. T. MATH CLUB HOLDS
H. for the Technology designation with- the Watertown Arsenal. Within its- ing the construction of the trans-

DEAN PERMITS LATE HOURS TICKET SALE ALSO AT ROGERS

D. F. Carpenter is acting as gen-

ELIGIBILITY SYSTEM TO
help them at the finish.

The T. C. A. in view of the exter-
nel time painting and is connected with the office

CANDIDATES FOR SENIORS

FACULTY CLUB COMBINES MEETING WITH LUNCHEON

The Faculty Club will hold a ban- other words, the last event in the 50

EXPRESS SYMPATHY IN LETTER TO NASH

1. S. Stiles Deans for a Foregone Expedi-

USE OFFER OF SUBSTITUTE

The T. C. A. in view of the exter-

ARMY ORDNANCE ASSOCIATION RUNS SMOKER ON WEDNESDAY

"Small Arms and Machine Guns" is 

in order to keep better track of the 


M. I. T. MATH CLUB HOLDS ORGANIZATION MEETING

An innovation in Technology also 

IF A PERSON WOULD LIKE TO BE A CANDIDATE FOR SENIORS, HE SHOULD BE A SHARP 3.5 AVERAGE, HAVE A LEAD IN HIS FIELD, COMPLETE ONE YEAR OF HIS DIPLOMA, AND BE A GOOD CITIZEN. 

WILL MEET TWICE A MONTH

At the meeting was the President of the group, M. I. T. A. A. At the meeting was the President of the group, M. I. T. A. A. 

IN A VITAL CONDITION WITH THE INSTITUTE TUNNELS, IT IS TIME TO BUILD A PERMANENT TICKET BOOTH FOR THE DANCE.

The meeting was opened with a shapely young lady in brown, with the name of the group, M. I. T. A. A., It is necessary to keep a close check on the attendance at any meeting, especially this one, which is to be held tonight, at 6 o'clock. The meeting was opened with a shapely young lady in brown, with the name of the group, M. I. T. A. A., It is necessary to keep a close check on the attendance at any meeting, especially this one, which is to be held tonight, at 6 o'clock. 
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MILE RELAY LEAVES HARVARD FAR BEHIND

Technology Quartet Scores Fastest Time in B. A. A. Games—Two-Mile Team Trails Syracuse and Dartmouth Runners

INSTITUTE FRESHMEN TRIMMED BY HANOVERIANS

Harvard University's mile relay team received its annual beating by the Technology quartet at the B. A. A. games Saturday night, Capt. V. A. I. (Jim) Springer, man swimming at least fifty yards in the lead. Coach Frank Snedden's speed combination turned in the fastest mile of the evening being clocked in 3 minutes, 25.2 seconds. The team of Bill Boyd and Phil Wiese was just pushed by the crimson runners and covered the twelve laps seven sec-
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(Continued on Page 4) 

B. A. A. Games - Two-Mile Team Trails

The Institute tunnels have been 

The Technology cheering section 

The University had a very un-

SECOND LARGEST BUILDING

There is, however, in the process of 

INTERESTING CUTS SHOWN IN CORPORATION XV MOVES

R. O. H., the last event in the 50

FЦентр B. A. A. Games

1. S. Stiles Deans for a Foregone Expedi-

USE OFFER OF SUBSTITUTE

The T. C. A. in view of the exter-

ARMY ORDNANCE ASSOCIATION RUNS SMOKER ON WEDNESDAY

"Small Arms and Machine Guns" is 

in order to keep better track of the 

The T. C. A. in view of the exter-
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